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Our distributors are a 
vital part of the mix and 
we’re excited to work with 
likeminded and passionate 
people to build the brand 
around the world.
Phil Bosua, LIFX CEO

Introducing the 
LIFX smart bulb

LIFX debuted on Kickstarter in September 2012, and raised $1.3m in six days 

before being capped. It has been featured in publications, blogs and news 

sources around the world and will soon be available to the retail public through 

a network of trusted partners. This is your invitation to be one of them.



Introducing the
LIFX partnership with  

Havells Sylvania

Havells Sylvania, one of the world’s largest lighting companies  

is proud to partner up with LIFX for the professional distribution  

of its products across Europe.

At Havells Sylvania, we are pleased 
to be working with LIFX, they are 
a great example of entrepreneurial 
and creative start-ups that push 
the boundaries of design and 
performance in lighting. It is through 
partnerships like these that our 
customers will continue to benefit 
from the world-class solutions 
they’ve come to expect from us.
Christian Schraft, President of Europe 
Havells Sylvania



LIFX is a wi-fi enabled, multi-color, 
energy efficient LED lightbulb that you 

control with your smartphone.

The lightbulb 
reinvented

Easy to install

No electricians or ugly control 

boxes required. Just replace 

regular bulbs with LIFX and 

they can all be controlled with 

any Android or iOS device.

Award winning design

Every aspect of the lightbulb 

has been designed from the 

ground-up to produce the 

highest quality, brightest and 

most advanced smart bulb 

available. Making it a practical 

replacement for your lighting.

Lasts up to 25 years

LIFX isn’t just a pretty face, it’s 

a super energy efficient, long 

lasting LED that can last up to 

25 years. With 20% of homes 

energy consumption attributed 

to lighting LIFX will save you 

money each year.



Set Scenes, create moods

We all like the lighting in our home set certain 

ways, with LIFX those options expand infinitely. 

Colors, brightness, dimming and features like 

candle mode are all at your fingertips.

Up to 16 million colors

Color’s effects on our moods, our sense of well 

being, our ability to relax, or our ability to focus 

is monumental. Giving you complete control of 

your color allows you to design your lighting to 

your desire.

Serious Smarts

LIFX can be controlled from your couch, or 

anywhere in the world with LIFX Cloud. It 

can also wake you up in the morning, deliver 

notifications or even ward off intruders with a 

patent pending security mode.



 With the App developer SDK, open 3rd 
party hardware integration and LIFX cloud,

the possibilities have only just begun.

...this is just the beginning

Fancy having white light that blinks green when you 
get a notification on your smartphone? You got it. 
What about having lights that strobe to match your 
crazy dubstep? You can do that too. - GIZMODO



Edison Screw E26/27

Pearl White 

Bayonet Cap B22

Pearl White
Key Product Information

SYLVANIA Code E27: 9026340

B22: 9026341

Wattage 0.2W to 17W (17W at full brightness)

Lumens 1,017 

Diameter 65mm (2.55 inches)

Height 135mm (5.31 inches) 

Weight 288g (10.2 ounces) excluding packaging

WI-FI Requirements 802.11 G/B/N compliant. WPA2 Security

Beam Angle 130 degrees

Color Temperature 2700 – 8000 K

Dimming Software dimming

Expected Lifetime 20+ years – 40,000 hours

Voltage Range Universal power supply

AC 100-240V • 50/60Hz

Material / Finish Pearl white

Precautions Do not use outdoors

Operating System iOS 6+ or Android 4+

Warranty 3 years





Patent Pending. All rights reserved.
LIFX is a trademark of LiFi Labs Inc.

524 Union Street San Francisco, CA 94133

Contact: partners@lifx.co

www.lifx.co
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